
On behalf of Colin Cook, Digital Director, Scottish Government 

 

Dear colleague, 

 

I’m writing to you because the Scottish Government has recently launched a consultation on 

an updated Digital Strategy for Scotland, and I wanted to ask you to take part.  

 

Back in 2017, we set out a vision to ensure that Scotland is recognised throughout the world 

as a vibrant, inclusive, greener, open and outward-looking digital nation. This vision is now 

even more compelling. However, the context in which it needs to be delivered has changed 

dramatically.  

 

Digital technologies are transforming the way in which people live their lives across 

Scotland, and the coronavirus crisis has shown us that working digitally is more important 

than ever before.  

 

The consultation on the updated strategy and action plan is a joint exercise between ourselves 

and CoSLA – and we are both committed to working together to implement the priorities that 

emerge from this process.  

 

For the strategy to truly reflect Scotland’s needs, we need to hear your thoughts, your 

opinions and your suggestions on the key actions we have laid out within the strategy. We 

hope that the actions we have suggested will guide Scotland towards being a truly digital 

nation and one that is built around the needs of its people, but we need you to tell us if that’s 

the case.  

 

You can view our draft discussion document, which sets out our joint proposals, and respond 

to the consultation at bit.ly/digitalscotsconsult. I really hope you’re able to take the time to do 

this. I also recognise you may have already participated in the consultation through another 

channel. 

 

The consultation will run until 23rd December and we will analyse the results and publish our 

finalised strategy in the New Year. If you have any questions or concerns in advance of 

participating, please contact the consultation team- digitalstrategyconsultation@gov.scot.  

 

Thanks in advance. 

 

Yours sincerely, 
Colin Cook 

https://bit.ly/digitalscotsconsult
mailto:digitalstrategyconsultation@gov.scot

